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For:

From:

Subject:

Purpose:

Background:

SEQUOYAH FUELS

Consultation with the Commission is warranted in this case
because the proposed enforcement action involves two
Licensee vice presidents who acted with at least careless
disregard for regulatory requirements and because the
staff's conclusions differ in part from those of the
Office of Investigations (01). In addition, the action
will result in extending or requiring a shutdown for one
of two uranium hexafluoride production facilities in the
U. S. by several months.

The Sequoyah Fuels Corporation (SFC) is licensed by NRC
to operate uranium hexafluoride (UF6) and depleted uranium
tetrafluoride (DUF4) production facilities in Gore,
Oklahoma. In August 1990, SFC reported to NRC its
discovery of uranium-contaminated soil and water during
an on-site excavation in the vicinity of the facility's
Solvent Extraction Building. An Augmented Inspection Team
(AIT) was dispatched to conduct an onsite review of the
event from August 27-29, 1990. As a result of information
developed during the AIT, an investigation was initiated
on September 4, 1990, to determine, among other things,
whether SFC intentionally violated reporting requirements,
and if the Manager, Environmental, deliberately withheld
information regarding soil and water sampling and analysis
results from NRC inspectors.

On September 14, 1990, the Licensee informed the NRC of
additional, potentially significant contamination under
the main process building (HPB) that had been known tc
the Licensee since the 1970's. Consequently, arn Order
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Discussion:

iModifying License (EA 91-067) was issuedon September 19,
1990, to determine the amount and extent of licensed
material under the Mlain Process Building and whether any
licensed material had migrated beyond the restricted area.

While NRC review of the two contamination events had not
yet concluded, by November 5, 1990, it had progressed to
the point where the staff was concerned with certain
aspects of the Licensee's safety and environmental programs.
Consequently, a Demand for Information (CA 90-158) was
issued to require the Licensee to (1) describe an independent
interim oversight program it would be willing to put in
place while management deficiencies and weaknesses in the
permanent organization were being remedied, and (2) provide
a plan for an independent, written appraisal of site and
corporate organizations. On January 14, 1991, the staff
approved the general outline for the management apprdisal.
The staff is still reviewing several remaining issues in the
Demand for Information and the Licensee's response to the
management assessment.

As a result of the 01 investigation (see 01 Report
4-90-012) and several inspections, the staff is proposing
the enclosed enforcement action. The enforcement action
involves an Order Modifying License (effective inmediately)
to (1) remove Ms. Carolyn L. Couch, Manager, Environmental,
from supervisory or managerial responsibilities over 11RC-
regulated activities for a period of time, and require
supervision of her involvement in NRC-regulated activities
by an individual not named in the Demand for Information,
and require the licensee to provide information why the
licensee should hot be modified to prohibit Ms. Couch from
serving in any capacity involving the performance of any
NRC-regulated activities, and (2) prohibit restart of the
plant from its upcoming annual shutdown (scheduled for
September 23 through October 6, 1991) until SFC develops
and obtains NRC approval of a plan and schedule that would
review the adequacy of the Health & Safety, and Environmental
Programs.

In addition to the Order, a Demand for Information requires
the Licensee to demonstrate why the license should not be
modified to (1) prohibit Messrs. Mestepey, Lacey, and
Simeroth from serving in any capacity involving the per-
formance or supervision of any NRC-regulated activities,
and (2) to require 30 days prior notice to the NRC of
reinvolvement of Mr. Nichols by SFC in any capacity in URC-
regulated activities. Mr. Mestepey is Senior Vice President
of SFC, Mr. Lacey is Vice President for Regulatory Affairs,
and Mr. Simeroth is the Health Physics Supervisor. Mr. Nichols
is not currently employed by SFC, but was formerly Manager,
Health, Safety, and Environment.
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The specific bases for the enforcement action are
described in the enclosed order and are .surrinarized as
follows. First, Ms. Couch intentionally provided fdlse
testimony to 01 investigators concerning her knowledge of
results of laboratory analyses of samples taken from the
SX excavation, and willfully withheld information material
to the NRC investigation. Secondly, tIRC inspections from
the August 1990 AIT to the present have identified numerous
procedural inadequacies and failures of SFC personnel to
comply with SFC procedural and health and safety requirements,
deficiencies in training and instruction of personnel for
work in restricted areas, and serious weaknesses in
contamination control practices.

The Demand for Information sets out in detail for each
individual, his or her responsibilities, knowledge of
relevant facts, and his or her failure to act on that
knowledge to effectively discharge his or her responsi-
bilities and authorities to comply with IJRC requirements.
Each individual knew of the possibility of uranium
contamination at the SX excavation and had seen visual
indications of that contamination early in the project.
While the staff cannot conclude that the individuals
addressed in the Demand deliberately failed to comply
with IURC requirements, the staff believes that the
individuals acted with at least careless disregard.

01 concluded that Ms. Couch, Manager, Environmental, and
Mr. Simeroth, Health Physics Supervisor, deliberately
failed to answer the NRC Inspector's question concerning
the excavation water. 01 also concluded that Ms. Couch,
and Messrs. Simeroth and Lacey (who was at the time the
Manager, Regulatory Compliance and Quality Assurance),
made a deliberate decision not to address the question
unless it was again asked at a later date. The Office of
the General Counsel advises that it would be difficult
to demonstrate that these actions constituted a violation
of 10 CFR 40.9, Completeness and Accuracy of Information,
because the omitted information did not cause an affirmative
statement to be materially incomplete or inaccurate. Al-
though not being treated as a violation of Section 40.9,
the staff considered the lack of candor of these individuals
to be significant in this instance because an answer would
have involved telling the inspector of the uranium contamination.
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The investigation also concluded that messrs. Mlestepey,
Lacey, Nlichols, and Simeroth and Ms. Couch, with full
knowledge that elevated levels of uranium contamination
were discovered in the excavation site, deliberately
failed to instruct the contract employees working in the
excavation site of the health protection problems
associated with exposure to radioactive materials and
the precautions or procedures to minimize exposure, ds
required by IIRC regulations. Although the staff dues not
believe that the evidence supports the O conclusion that the
individuals deliberately violated PIRC requirements, the
staff believes that Messrs. Mestepey, Lacey, Richuls, and
Simeroth acted with at least careless disregard. While
each was aware of the potential contamination problem
associated with excavation in the restricted area, each
failed to assure that the contractor personnel were iriformed.
The staff concludes that those failures are mure than mere
negligence because, as is demonstrited in the attached Order,
the evidence demonstrates a total lack of attention to known
responsibilities.

As to Ms. Couch, the staff cannot conclude that she acted
with careless disregard concerning the instruction of the
contract workers, due to the nature of her job. Although
she shared the same general knowledge of the contamination
as the other managers, and had acted on August 7, 1990, to
stop work in the excavation while an unidentified liquid
was being analyzed, her area of responsibility historically
had been limited to environmental work "outside the fence"
and did not involve health physics or training. Additionally,
after learning of the contamination, she discussed the dis-
covery with the Senior Vice President on August 7, 1990.
However, it is 01's view that at that point, with the know-
ledge she possessed, it was her duty to come forward to the
NRC.

The Commission should be aware that elements of the staff
hold varying views on the sufficiency of the evidence
indicating that Ms. Couch intentionally provided false
testimony to 01 or that she deliberately withheld infor-
mation. Notwithstanding these views, the staff believes
that it is approvriate to remove Ms. Couch from supervisory
or managerial responsibilities because there is a lack of
reasonable assurance that the licensee, with Ms. Couch
involved in oversight of activities, will comply with MiRC
requirements.
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Recommendation:

Although the ?1RC would normally require an individual
involved in deliberate violations to be removed from all
NRC-regulated activities, in selected cases employees have
been allowed to continue in licensed activities. In those
cases, licensees have been required to provide additional
supervision to provide the requisite assurance for public
health and safety rather than ordering removal from all
licensed activities. Because Ms. Couch has demonstrated a
high level of technical competence over an extended period
of time with the office of 1JMSS, and in light of the lack
of a clear consensus by the staff regarding the sufficiency
of the evidence, the proposed order allows for her continued
involvement in licensed activities but with new licensee
oversight.

(1) The staff requests Commission approval of this proposed
action no later than October 3, 1991 so that the enclosed
order can be issued, if possible, before restart from
the current 2 week outage. To support this, the staff
will schedule a Commissioner Assistant's briefing no
later than Monday September 30, 1991.

(2) If the Commissiun cannot support the action of (1),
above, the Staff will modify the order to require
plant shutdown in an orderly manner upon issuance of
the order.

The Office of General Counsel has no legal objection to
this proposal. The Office of Investigations concludes
that the facts used herein that are taken from the
investigation report are correct, and that the summari-
zation of the investigation conclusions are accurate.

The case has been referred to the U.S. Department of
Justice and DOJ has no objection to issuance of this
action.

This paper involves a pending enforcement action and should
not be publicly disclosed.

Coordination:

Note:

91or
rector for Operations

Enclosures: Order Modifying License
and Demand for Information
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SECY NOTE: In the absence of instructic,.,s to the contrary, SECYwill notify the staff on 1_ednesdav,_Octobcr 2, 1991,that the Commission, by negative consent, assents t.othe action proposed in this paper.
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

•..,:J~lL. X • WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555
".,~

Docket No. 40-8027
License ho. SUB-1010
EA 91-067

Sequoyah Fuels Corporation
ATTN: Reau Graves, Jr.

President
Post Office Box 610
Gore, Oklahoma 74435

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: ORDER MODIFYING LICENSE (EFFECTIVE ItItIEDIATELY) ANID DEiIAtJU FOR
I NFORMAT I ON

The enclosed Order Modifying License (Effective Immediately) and Demand fur
Information is being issued to the Sequoyah Fuels Corporation (SFC) to
address a number of significant safety violations and regulatory problems
identified at the facility by IIRC inspections and investigations thdt have
been conducted since the August 1990 solvent extraction tank excavation. lhis
Order and Demand is based on the URC's conclusions that certain SFC managers
failed to follow N4RC requirements and the conditions of the NRC license, that
a certain SFC employee made false statements and withheld information from the
NRC, and that your Health & Safety and Environmental Programs are in need of
substantial improvement to assure the health and safety of the general public,
SFC employees, contractor personnel who work at the site, and protection of
the environment.

This Order modifies SFC's license to remove Carolyn L. Couch from supervisory
or managerial responsibilities over NRC-regulated activities for a period of
one year from the date of the enclosed Order, effective immediately. Additionally,
if Ms. Couch remains involved in NRC-regulated activities, she is not to be
supervised by any of the individuals named in the Demand for Information. You
are also required to perform an in-depth review of the administrative control
and implementing procedures in your Health & Safety and Environmental Progrdms
by qualified personnel from outside SFC approved by the NIRC. A plan thdt provides
for an appropriate scope of the review and prioritization of items to be covered,
along with an implementing schedule, must be submitted to, and dpprouved by, the
IIRC prior to your restart from the September 1991 plant shutdown.

While the IIRC cannot conclude that other SFC managers provided fflse. inforillit ion,
there are serious questions as to whether the Senior Vice President, the Vice
President of Regulatory Affairs and the Health Physics Supervisor, who have tiot
assured that past licensed or safety responsibilities were carried out, cinl InI
the future, adequately perform the organizational responsibiliti es (Ind authortities,
especially those outlined in SFC's License. Therefore, you are required to
respond to the enclosed Demand for Information in accordance with the InstruL.
tlions provided therein. This information Is necessary to dt,termine whether to
modify, suspend or revoke your N1RC License, and whether to renew your I i:ieise.
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Questions concerning this Order and Demand for Inforniation should be dddressed
to James Lieberman, Director, Office of Enforcement, who can be reathed at
(301) 492-0741.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the 1IRC's "Rules of Practice", a copy 0f
this letter and the enclosure will be placed in the tiRC's Public Document Puor,.

Sincerely,

Hugh L. Thompson, Jr.
Deputy Executive Director for.
Nluclear Materials Safety, Saf egudrds

and Operations Support

Enclosure: As Stated
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UNITED S7ATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COHIIISS IOI

In the Matter of )
Docket No. 40-8027

SEQUOYAH FUELS CORPORATION ) License No. SUE;-IOI0
tore, Oklahoma ) EA 91-067

ORDER MODIFYING LICENSE
(EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

AND
DEMANlD FOR INFORM.IATION

Sequoyah Fuels Corporation (SFC or Licensee) is the holder of Source r.;aterial

License No. SUB-1010 issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Conrmission (IRC or

Commission) pursuant to 10 CFR Part 40. The license authorizes possession and

use of source material in the production of uranium hexafluoride (UFL) dnd

depleted uranium tetrafluoride (DUF4) in accordance with the terms and condi-

tions of the license. The license was due to expire on September 20, 1990, but

currently remains in effect based on a timely renewal application subnitted by

the Licensee.

II

The NRC requires its licensees to adhere to the safety standards that dre

contained in its regulations and the conditions specified in the facility

license. The Licensee described its management organization and the

responsibilities assigned to key personnel in SFC's license renewal appli-

cation dated August 23, 1985, as supplemented. The URC expects those Licensee

managers holding the key positions described in the application to ensure

compliance with the regulations that are within their area of licensed
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responsibility so as to protect the health and safety of the generdI public,

the Licensee's workers, any contractors that work at the facility, drid the

environment. Furthermore, the IIRC must be able to rely upon- the inteyrity of

those Licensee managers in their conduct of licensed activities drd their

provision of complete and accurate information to NP.C.

At the time of the solvent extraction tank excavation, SFC descrlibd it- M.drdge-

ment organization and the responsibilities and authorities as'igyned to ix.

personnel in its license as follows:

A. The President, Sequoyah Fuels Corporation (Mr. Reau Graves), shall havy

overall responsibility for the safe operation of the Sequoydh Fdcility.

Additional responsibility has been assigned to the Senior Vict President-,

the Vice President, Business DeVelopment, the Controller, the M:dr,dger,

Regulatory Compliance and Quality Assurance, and the ?.Manauer, Hedlth,

Safety, and Environment for various functions as described in this

license. These individuals report directly to the President, Sequo-yah

Fuels Corporation.

B. The Senior Vice President (Mr. James H. Mestepey) shall be responsible

for all nuclear manufacturing activities, which includes operations,

maintenance, engineering, and the process laboratory. He specifically

oversees the operations, modifications, and process and equipment

criteria. He shall be responsible for safe and efficient plant operations.

He reviews all operating procedures, plant modifications and processes,
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equipment criteria and other general and administrative maLters.

Mr. Mestepey reports to the President, SFC. (The organization chart shuws

that Mr. Mestepey is also responsible for the Training Departnient.)

C. The Manager, Regulatory Compliance and Quality Assurance (f1r. Lee R.

Lacey), who reports to the President, SFC, is responsible for the develop-

ment and implementation of a Facility Quality Assurance Plan to assure

that all operations and safety-related activities are performed in accor-

dance with facility procedures. He is also responsible for maintaining

the company's NRC licenses and preparing correspondence and reports submitted

to the NRC. He advises management on nuclear regulatory issues and provides

regulatory compliance oversight in environmental compliance and other

regulatory areas. (In September 1990, Mr. Lacey was promoted to Vice

President, Regulatory Affairs, and now has additional responsibilities which

include oversight of the health and safety programs, the environmental

compliance [protection] programs, and the environmental laboratory.)

D. The Manager, Health, Safety, and Environment (formerly Mr. Michael M. Nichols,

who resigned on April 19, 1991), who reports to the Pr-esident, SFC, shall

be responsible for developing and implementing programs, procedures and

guidance in the functional areas of health physics, industrial hygiene,

industrial safety, physical security, and environmental analyses. He

shall be responsible for the effluent monitoring program, the respiratory

protection program, the bioassay program, the health and safety program,

the environmental laboratory, and the program for surveillance of all plant

activities related to these areas.
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E. The Manager, Environmental (Ms. Carolyn L. Couch), who reports to the

Manager, Health, Safety and Environment, shall be responsible for

developing and implementing programs and procedures to 4-orply with all

environmental monitoring requirements required by federal and state

agencies. This includes the maintenance of environmental records required

by SFC and by regulatory agencies.

Another key individual involved with the solvent extraction tank excavdtion,

but whose position is not described in the license, is the Health Physics

Supervisor/Assistant Radiation Safety Officer (Mr. Kenneth G. Sinmeroth). fie

reports to the Manager, Health, Safety, and Environment. During the August

1990 SX excavation activities his prime responsibility was oversight of the SX

excavation for Health & Safety (H&S) Department. All of the H&S technicians

reported to him at the time. After September 1990 he was assigned special

programs in the H&S department, and was no longer responsible for oversight of

H&S technicians.

Since August 1990, several events have occurred that demonstrate a failure

on the part of key SFC managers to ensure that NRC requirements were met i;i

their area of responsibility and indicate that a certain SFC manager failed to

provide complete and accurate information to the 14RC during an inspection and

subsequent investigation. The first event involved the identification and

reporting to the NRC on August 22, 1990, of uraniun. contaminated soil and water

during excavation work near the solvent extraction building from approximately

August I through August 29, 1990. An Augmented Inspection Team (AIT) conducted

an onsite review of the event from August 27-29, 1990. The AIT found that

concerns involving uranium contaminated water in the excavation pit were

expressed by the Manager, Environmental to the Senior Vice President as early
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as August 7, 1990. The AIT also found that responsible personnel did not

become aware of the actual elevated sample results until August 17, 1990.

Another five days elapsed before this information was commuricdted to the IIPC.

Test reults for several water samples ta.en prior to August 6, 1990, thdt

showed elevated levels of uranium, had apparently beef, lost during this tim.e

period. The Licensee was unable to determine the reason for the loss of the

sample results. The AIT concluded that the Licensee'* staff did not dcr'ur;strate

the necessary sensitivity to the potential for uranium contamination, or

understand the urgency and potential significance of such a problem. A forr'al

investigation was initiated by the URC on September 4, 1990, to determine

whether willful violations of NRC regulations occurred.

As a result of the AIT's findings, in a letter dated August 30, 199cr, the

Licensee committed to: (1) assure the integrity of the solvent extraction

building floor, (2) chardcterize the quantity and location of licensed material

under the solvent extraction building, (3) identify potential migration path-

ways, and (A) control contaminated soil and water from the excavation. These

commitments were reviewed by an AIT follow-up inspection from September 10-13,

1990. That inspection determined that the Licensee's actions taken to satisfy

those commitments were appropriate. Therefore, on September 13, 1990, the URC

verbally concurred on the restart of the solvent extraction process, and docu-

mented this concurrence in a letter dated September 14, 1990. The AIT followup

inspection also found that no evaluations were performed to assess the potential

for worker exposure prior to workers entering the excavation, and that the

radiological surveys performed were inadequate to meet 10 CFP 20.201(b) requir-

ements. These findings, however, had no significant impact on the safe operation

of the facility and were evaluated for appropriate enforcement action when the

AIT followup inspection report was issued.
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The second event concerned the Licensee's Identification ,rid reporting of

uranium contaminated water beneath the main process building (rWE') on 'eptetrrber 14,

1990, a few hours after restart activities began. Information pcrtdlning to

the contamination under the 14PB had been known to the Licensee uirce the 197Vs.

This information was of concern to the 1PRC because it indicated thet there could

be extensive co!.tamination under the 11P6. Due to the 1ocJ-.ion of the -IM' drid

lack of monitoring wells around the rIPB, licensed material could hdve m;irdted

into the unrestricted area and contaminated ground-water. t~ecduSe the NP.L did

not believe the Licensee exhibited a sense of urgency for this potentidIly ldrger

problem, an Order Modifying License was 'issued on September 19,. 1990. The

September 19, 1990 Order required SFC to characterize the site, teke actions

to pr2vent further releases of contaminated water, and conduct apprupriate

monitoring of ground water. Additional inspection coverage was instituted to

verify the activities performed by the Licensee in response to the Ordetr.

By early Nlovember 1990, those followup URC inspections progressed to the point

where the tNRC was concerned that certain aspects of the SFC-Safety ard .Enviror.-

mental Programs were not being performed in full accord with .PRC requirements.

Consequently, a'Demand for Information was issued on November 5, 1990,. to have

the Licensee describe (1) an oversight program it was willing to put into place

while management deficiencies and weaknesses in the permanent organization were

beinS remedied, and (2) plans for an independent written appraisal of site and

corporate programs and activities, that would develop recommendations for

improvements in management controls and oversight to provide assurdnce that

personnel would comply with regulatory requirements and site procedures. The

Licensee responded to the Demand in a letter dated November 20, 1990.
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SFC contracted with a consulting company to perform the independent assessr,,erit

of SFC's management, in accordance with the Demand, and the dssezmr.eLrt Wds

transmitted to the URC via a letter dated flay 15, 1991. SFC-responded to the-

management assessment on July 15, 1991. In its response SFC Stdted that "the

assessment gave the facility a positive bill of health in mjray respects,

provided numerous valuable insights into our operation, and cuntdired Many

useful recommendations for continual improvements." In many of the responses

to the recommendations, SFC did not provide an analysis of the recur:ienddtl1ors,

but merely quoted the assessment. Additionally, neither the irdependent assess-

ment nor SFC's response included a discussion and analysis of the causes of the

deficiencies referenced in the Demand. SFC has agreed to implement most of

the recommendations contained in the assessment over the next 18 munths. In

the meantime, the NRC is concerned that there continues to be observed

deficiencies and weaknesses in the licensee's safety program.

NRC investigation activities concluded on June 28, 1991. The investigation

concluded that certain Licensee managers failed to provide complete arid

accurate information to the URC, willfully failed to comply with NRC regulations,

and r.Žade false statements during HRC inspection and investigation dctivities.

Ill

As a result of a series-of events at the Sequoyah facility, a number of viola-

tions and weaknesses were identified that indicate a significant management

breakdown has occurred. Beginning with the August 1990 SX excavation, it became

evident that signifiLint communication weaknesses existed within the SFC

organization, key licensee managers did not fully understand licensed respon-

sibilities, and a complete failure occurred on the part of the Hlealth A Safety
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organization to assure that adequate radiological controls were imIlernerted.

II.C investigation activities related to the SX event identified ti numt'r Uf

willful violations of NRC requirements. Increased IIRC inspctior, efforts teve

identified indications that the Licensee continues to experierce prorlevis with

control over activities involving licensed rmaterials.

A. SX Excavation Activities

To comply with EPA regulations for underground storage Ud05S, tMte LIU .i-nee

planned to excavate two underground tanks adjacent to the suivurit t'xtraJ. oun

(SX) building during the August 1990 annual plant shutdown,, erid erlcdse ther,

in a concrete vault. One of the tank:s contained licensed r;Ctv'.•id1 (urar. lur.

bearing solvent) and was identified by the Licensee as being undr IMP(.

jurisdiction. Messers. tMestepey and Lacey and ?IIs. Couch stdtted that priur

to the August 1990 annual plant shutdown, the possibility of encournterlr,c

uranium contamination around the tank excavation was discussed in stcff

and other Operational Departmental meetings. A number of plant supervisors

and managers interviewed stated that the reason that they believed that

contamination could be present was due to past process fluid Seepdge

through the SX building floor prior to its 1983/1984 repair. On August 1,

1990, the Licensee began excavating soil around the two underground tc0ks.

The Hazardous Work Permit (HWP) covering the excavation reoui;tc the

assignment of Health & Safety (I&S) technicians to prcvide extensive

hexane monitoring due to the explosive poLtntial of the vapors trdpped ir,

the ground. However, the HWP did not specify any contamination contrul

measures for the workers or require that radiation surveys be mdde; dnd

no provisions existed to modify the IIWP to account for new or .har, giir

radiological conditions at the worksite.
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During the week of August 1-6, 1990, Licensee personnel observed surface

rocks coated with uranium. Mr. Nichols stated that he was notified of

this condition by Ms. Couch and had operations personne.l gather the mdterial.

A followup interview with Mr. Lacey, then the Manager of Peguldtory

Compliance & Quality Assurance, indicated that 1is. Couch had ciIso notified him

of the yellow rock discovery between August 1-4, 1990, but he failed to

follow facility operating procedure IIS-010, paragraph 4.7, "Visudl Detection

of Uranium", and forward a contamination report to the Health & $adftty office.

Ms. Couch, Manager, Environmental, testified that her sole responsibility

for the SX excavation project was the collection of two soil sdmples in

conjunction with the EPA underground storage tank enclosure reguldtions.

The samples were only required to be analyzed for total petroleum hydro-

carbon (TPH) content. Those soil samples were obtained on August 7, 1990,

and submitted to a laboratory for TPH analysis. M,;s. Couch also Obtdined

additional soil samples, however; no request for a uranium analysis was

made for any of the soil samples until August 22-23, 1990.

Liquid samples were taken from the excavation site on August 1, 4, 6 and

7, 1990. The August I sample, obtained by an engineer, indicated 0.02 grams

uranium/liter (g-U/l) and was known to the Licensee on August 2, 1990.

Ms. Couch had liquid samples taken on August 4, 6 and 7, 1990. She

testified that Mr. Nichols had not directed her to obtain the samples; but

that she had done so out of curiosity. An additional liquid sample Was

taken on August 7 by Mr. Barrett, the SFC Safety Engineer. M~r. Knoke, the

Facility Laboratory Manager, told URC investigators that on August 7, he

reviewed the August 6 sample results which indicated about 3 g-U/I, and

brought it to the attention of several individuals, including Mr. Lacey,
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who was responsible for regulatory compliance. In. ;ul'.quu't idritervfew,

Mr. Lacey stated that he did not recall 11r. Krnoke discu,,sir,r thi-. item

with him. In addition, MIr. Nichols, who wAs responsiItI for he-,tIth and

safety, claims that he was not aware of the re,ults of the August 4-;

liquid sampling until about August 22, 1990. Throughout the prorject, rno

liquid samples were required to be taken by the Health & '.df'-ty group to

evaluate the potential hazards to workers from licensed rdteril (urdniurt,.

It was the Licensee's practice to have the Operations N)partrrterit c.btdjr. dil

liquid samples and H&S obtain all air saMples for laboratory arndlyse,.

However, no plant procedure existed that required the Operdt(orS be;)drt-

ment to forward the results of the liquid sample analysis to the 11hS

Department. After H&S had sampled the air (alpha moritor-ir,) arour.d th .

excavation site on August 3 and 4, 1990, no further radiologc~dl ev,.luetion,

of the potential worker exposure occurred until August 22, 19'0, ever,

though workers continued to move dirt or work in the excavdtior. throughout

that time.

The SX excavation job was the critical project scheduled for completion

during the 1990 annual plant shutdown. As a consequence, key mdndger.ent

and supervisory personnel, including I.Ir. Mestepey, often visited the site.

The H&S supervisor, Mr. Simeroth, stated that he was frequently present at

the excavation, and that his immediate supervisor, Mr. Nichols, the Manager

of Health, Safety, and Environment, was also at the excavatiur or, an almost

daily frequency. Mr. Lacey stated that he occasionally visited th: work

site and saw water in the excavation during the week of August C, 199Ct.

Messers. Mestepey and Simeroth and Ms. Couch accompanied two *F:C1inspectors

on a general facility tour that included the excavation site on August 6,



1990. During this tour an NRC inspector recelved no rep ,y wh,.r hCe tdUd I ly

asked what was "in the water" in the excavation ,around the undergrourid

tanks. In subsequent testimony, Mr. tMestepey sttdted thdt h' had riout heard

the question. However, both Ms. Couch and Mr. Slmeroth stted tUdt 0f1-y

had heard the question. Ms. Couch first stated in a .etptenivir 4,, V)9s,

Interview that she did not respond ,o 9he inspector's questiur, beJ.ue "stihe!

did not feel it was her responsibility since Mir'. testepey Wdsa pr"erft, dird

she felt that she would be chdstised for speakinU up. iHuwvv.Lr, ,he later

testified on March 1, 1991, that Mr. Mestepry was nut: in the Intriedidtve

group when the question was asked, and that she gave a f Itppr;it r'.ply to

the InspeLtor because in her view-it was not a serious questiro arid if the

inspector really wanted an answer, It would be addressed turinmaly. 'tee

also testified that she did not answer the question because M.r. Metepey

was at the entrance meeting and was well aware of the coitd.Ifr.-dtIos Ifr' the

pit and the question was not addressed specifically to hier. Mr. n1rieroth

stated that he did not respond because he felt it wdS MIs. Couch's

responsibility. He also stated that after the tour he discussed the

question with Ms. Couch, they both agreed it had not been answered, and

Ms. Couch said she was waiting to see if the inspector would pursue it.

Further NRC investigation revealed that Ms. Couch met later with Mr. Lacey

to discuss the inspector's question. However, neither contacted the

inspector to provide a response.during the course of the inspection.

Mr. Me.stepey stated in an interview that the presence of yello%- watlr as d

"rule of thumb" indicates 1 gram per liter (g/l) 'of uranium contamindtion.

Other Licensee personnel, including Messers. Lacey and tNichols and

Ms. Couch, acknowledged that yellow water at the site was considered

contaminated. Although Mr. Nichols testified that he did not see rny
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"yellow water" during his almost dAily site visits until Au•uJt 2?, 199(J,

all of the contractor and other Licensee personrneI ntrv I iNe'wd (r icludinrg

the H&S supervisor, Mr. Simeroth, who claims to have dlscus,.ed the, Irlitter

with Mr. Nichols during the first wvek) indicdted they ihtrv.d the

presence of yellow water by approximately August 4, 9)9o. Pr. Lac.,y

testified that he had been at the excavation site several tir.,', dur ir:'j the

first week and had seen standing water in the pit.

Both SFC and contractor employees Involved in this project wurb#,:. cl,',.

proximity to this contaminated liquid, coming into contact with it or,

numerous occasions. After the August 1, 1990 sample, tad.t.r, during tte

first day of the excavation, the next analysis results (for the Au'jut 4

sample, at 2.06 g/l) were available in the laboritory on Au9.ust ;. Ori

that same day, one day after the ?IRC inspector's question went unadri.wert-d,

Ms. Couch observed a black liquid (potential hydrocarbons that are rout

releasable) in the pit and ordered the workers out. She dlso ordered that

the liquid be drummed. Work in the pit was resumed later that day.

In addition to the expected ground water seepage, significant amounts of

water entered the excavation due to the heavy rainfall of August 11 arid

12, 1990. On August 13, 1990, at the direction of Mr. Mestepe'y, about 3,0CC;

gallons of accumulated water were pumped from the excavatiori to the riortth

ditch. This water was pumped onto the ground and allowed to follow tht

natural terrain, contaminating the ground along the way. The. norti, Citch

feeds the facility's combination stream, which is the normal monitore•

plant effluent path. The next day, SFC resumed pumping water 11ato barrels.

The results of the August 6 and 7 samples requested by M:s. Couch rarngtd

from 0.02 to 8.2 g-U/1. The result of the August 7 sample tdkt.r b)
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Mr. Barrett, available that same day, was not expressed as 9-U/1, but as

a percentage (1% uranium). However, no action was tdber, to evd]udte thi

potential radiological hazards until the results were sknt to the IJF6 Ared

Manager (Acting Manager, Operations) on August 17, 1990. Lver, thier, thle

results were not forwarded to the Ki.S group until about August 22, l'i0.

Ms. Couch told various inspectors in the Augmented Inspectiorn Term WAIT;

during the week of August 27, 1990, that she had seen an Augus.t 4, 199.

laboratory analysis showing 2.06 g/1 uranium arid had inforn-ec ",r. Mestepey

of the contamination in the pit. During interviews with NFC ir.vestigaturs

on September 3 and 4, 1990, Ms. Couch stated that on August 7, 1990, she

had taken two soil samples from around the tanks, and showed themi to flestrs.

Nichols, Lacey, and Mestepey because the samples appeared contaminated

(yellow). In discussions with Mr. Mestepey on that day, she indicdted that

the material on the excavation wall made it obvious that the wdter was

contaminated. However, she made no mention to the NPRC inspectors of

reviewing laboratory analysis of the liquid samples taken on August 6

and 7, 1990.

During a followup interview on September 5, 1990, and in sworn testimony

on September 12, 1990, Ms. Couch stated that she had no specific knowledge

of the uranium contamination levels in the SX excavation water during her

August 7 discussion with Mr. Mestepey. She further stated that she was

not aware of the sample concentrations until August 22, 199G. During a

subsequent sworn interview on March 1, 1991, 1-1s. Couch stated she migrt

have seen the August 4, 1990, laboratory report.

However, during a subsequent 01 telephone interview on March 19, 1991,

(with SFC's attorney present) Ms. Couch then admitted that on August 7 or

8, 1990, she had seen an August 7, 1990, laboratory report (for trie
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sample taken by Mr. Barrett) which indicated the preserice of urdijum

contamination in SX excavation liquids. Blecause the urdnlurn 1,vel Wd!.

expressed in percentages, Ms. Couch claimed this abora-tory report Wd,

meaningless to her, and later admitted she never asked nyonre whdt this

percentage would equate to in g-94/1. Ms. Couch said that everi thuugh she

received this laboratory report shortly after the NRC inspector asked his

August 6, 1990, question, she did not inform the URC inspectors of this

result because she thought the inspector's question was inforn:wl. ',he

also stated that she had a copy of the August 7 laboratory dndlysi!, taken

by Mr. Barrett with her during the March 1 and 19, 1991, 01 interview!.,

but forgot to bring it to the investigator's attention.

11RC investigative inquiries revealed that several contractor employee-,

working in the SX excavation site did not receive the instructiuns required

by 10 CFR Part 19. The training that five contractor empluyevi who worked

in the excavation received consisted of only viewing a short visitor orien-

tation video that appeared to be designed for visitors who were to tour the

facility or possibly work in areas that did not involve exposure to hazardous

materials. It did not provide adequate instructions about potential hdzards

and pott.ltial health effects from exposure to licensed materidlý in'the

excavation pit. The 14RC interviewed about 13 of the contractor employees.

Most of the contract workers interviewed stated that they did riot know that

uranium was present in the SX excavation where they were working. Orne

individual indicated that he asked a HI&S technician what WdS in the liquid

and was told that it contained a very small amount of uraniir, that wds not

harmful. These contract workers informed the NRC, as verified by other

SFC employees, that liquids from the excavation were routinely ini contdct

with their skin, that these liquids burned their skin for a short period of
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time (burning sensation would not be due to uranium), drid thdt they

complained to various SFC Individuals. One trdIvidu,(i 'itdtd hid t he wds

sprayed In the face with contaminated liquid while pump-ing liquid out of

the pit on August 4, 1990. They further sta:ted thit they ohtt.d iried .. v,1,

boots and rubber gloves only through their own initiative. ihth: VLdviltorl

site wds roped off for industrial safety purposes, but rnut . p',te-d d', d

radiation or contaminated area.

The air samples taken on August 3 and 4, 1990, were not ddequdte to dettect

worker exposure to airborne contamination from August 6-22, 19'(i bti*du~e

of changing conditions in the pit. Further, the Licensee fd'led to

eVdluate the need to obtain bioassay samples from contract wuriers (tee

URC Inspection Reports 40-8027/90-05 and 90-06, ddted November 2!,., 19910

and February 21, 1991). Although bioassay samples were obt•,l.ed tor

some SFC personnel, NRC interviews of SrC employees indicated that rnurit uf

them had experienced working conditions similar to the contracturs whoU hdd

been.assigned to work in the SX excavation (uranium-contaminated liquids

potentially in contact with the skin for several hours per day, for two to

four weeks).,.SFC failed to evaluate the need for bioassays drid dS d

consequence the contractors did not submit urine samples between Augu-st 1

and 22, 1990,.and~many did not submit any urine samples.

NRC investigation and inspections found that SFC Health & Sdfety emnploywee

failed to conduct adequate radioactive contamination surveye. off drticl.s

leaving the facility. The surveys conducted were deficient in that the

licensee monitored only for.alpha activity, and riot for betd/ydairri.

Although SFC maintained that no equipment went off-site that exceeded

permissible release limits, on November 15, 1990, the NPC found articleS
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that had been contaminated to approximately ten times the 'I C I icerise

limit in the cab of a truck parked. at the residence of one (f thty

contractor employees. The following day the Licensee %.urv•,yud the truO

and other items at the employee's residence. However, thle L icvr;:e ic

survey instrument was not sensitive enough to identify dlI C0'tdr::iradt1ur,

above the release limits of the license (see tIRC Inspection Peport

40-8027/90-06).

SFC asserted that the contaminated equipment discovered under thU s!edt of

the truck was in a location not ordinarily surveyed and that the resporisi-

bility for the equipment going off-site rested with the cuntrd(.tur, not

with the Licensee. The NRC, however, holds its licensees, riut c(ur,trdCtors.

responsible for ensuring that adequate release surveys are performed. The

failure of SFC's managers to understand this fundamental principle resulted

in contaminated articles being removed from the site by its coritrdctor

employees.

Testimony from Messers. Mestepey, Lacey, and Nichols established thdt

Licensee management was aware of the elevated uranium concentratiors on

August 17, 1990. However, the Licensee did not inform URC Region :V by

telephone of its discovery until August 22, 1990. This report was not mdde

within 24 hours, as required by 10 CFR 20.403(b). In its November Z0, 1990

response to NRC's November 5, 1990 Demand for Information, the Licensee

asserted that "A release of radioactive material did not occur;.the water

was in an excavation, well within the restricted area boundary." Notwith-

standing the Licensee's rationale, the NRC has determined thdt the discovery

of the elevated uranium concentrations in the SX excavation constituted a

reportable event because it was apparent even then that it might have
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caused or threatened to cause property damage( In excess of S2,0(r).

Specifically, the cost of decontaminatnion activIti s (chirdacerl.'dtion drid

remedlation) to address contamination related to the .,X.e cdvt1' INC.le.r )y

txceeded $2,000. In Its I-lay 1, 1990, response to Oft ldr repurt inj VIold-

tion that occurred in March 1990, SFC had stated '. 'W hc, d¶ tziu.h better

understanding of IIRC notif icat ion requirements and recognri-'., tt,bt rcoi,'erv-

ative standards are to be applied in determining whether ir, 'vt.rnt 0.hould be

reported." Although Mr. Mlestepey was present at the eriforcernierit courif•rerfle

where the violation was discussed, he failed to ass•ure thdt the L, eocdvd-

tion event was promptly reported. (see UPC Inspect ion Report 4(;-W4 ;'

Additionally, none of SFC's managers took actions to stop wuO irn ti.

excavation once the contamination levels were known, and wori Wd, dilowed

to progress to the extent of placing the concrete floor in the vault ovter

tontaminated soil even after the issue was reported to the *(1. (.et. iN1;C

Inspection Report 40-8027/90-04 dated October 11, 1990).

In response to NRC concerns during the AIT inspection of August 27-29, 1990

(see NRC Inspection Report 40-8027/90-04), SFC drilled five boreholei with an

air auger to determine if contamination had spread through the rroura dwdy

from the SX building.' However, it was not until February 1991, that dfl hI.C

inspector identified that SFC had existing "SX sandwells" in utility tren~ch

sand backfill zones that essentially already provided thislnforhdtlon.

SFC personnel had sampled these "sandwells"'since the late 1970s and the

data clearly indicate that uranium contamination had migrated dWdy f ret. the

SX building.
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Information about the existence of the pre-1990 "sandwellk" Wd'- ¶ert to

Mr', Lacey on August.30, 1990, by memorandum from the Mdnrdy('r, ,rUct',

Ldboratory In response to an internal SFC invest gat ur0 Of thet 7 eYCf(dVd-

tLion issues. 1.4r. Ldcey In turn sent the Infurmation to . U. C.IuL?.. ,wuever,

neither Mr. Lacey nor Ms. Couch Informed URC inspectors of t•.ee,

of this data. In fact, NRC identified this information in Fetru~l, f; 1-I

only through its inspection efforts. At no time did SFC per'ur.t,.l ddVU'X.

the NRC of this relevant data that clearly demonstrated the rilf•rdtiull uf

licensed materials away from the SX building over dn exteroded periud of

time. Furthermore, information about the SX sandwellt ý,Ls not it: fiC'',

decommissioning file (required by 10 CFR 40.36(f)).

B. Notification of Contamination Under the IlMain Process build.r;(r.;L

After the AIT was initiated, SFC agreed to perform several tds&.s prior to

the restart of the facility (reference the letter from Reau Graves,

President of SFC to Robert Martin, Regional Administrator, t1FIC Region IV,

dated August 30, 1990). An AIT Followup Inspection occurred on

September 10-13, 1990, and NRC verbally concurred on restart of the

Sequoyah facility on September 13, 1990. A few hours after restart on

September 14, 1990, SFC informed URC about a "well" in the denitratior,

area that penetrated the floor of the iPB to the ground beneath it. Since

the mid-1970s, SFC operators had routinely pumped uranium-contdn;fated

liquids from under the MPB using this well (see NRC Inspectiort Ruports

40-8927/90-05, 90-06, and 90-07 dated November 20, 1990, Februdry e1 nrid

March 1, 1991, respectively).
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NRC investigation determined that Mr. Lacey was informed dtout the "well"

(later called the "subfloor process monitor") by a former VJFC mand•gr on

or about August 31, 1990. Mr. Lacey subsequently discu.ssed this

Information with Mr. Mestepey sometime during the wee., of September 3,

1990. The presence of liquids under the MPP* indicated the putentidl for

floor degradation and significant contamination, which were sIr:.-ldr to the

NRC's cuncerns regarding the SX event. However, Mr. LdLey 'reither re,.ueu.ted

that a sample of the liquid be taken and analyzed, nor that furtrir inrvet.s-

tigatlon of the issue be undertaken until September it., I99C, .-ut prl(ir

to informing NRC after the restart of the facility. After the riotification,

SFC managers did not promptly evaluate the contamination prot-ler'.

Since the Licensee could not assure the NPC that all migration pdthwdys

to the unrestricted area were known or that the ground water had not

been contaminated, the NRC issued an Order Plodifying License f0rder; or,

September 19, 1990 (see the letter dated September 20, 19K.9, from

James M. Taylor of NRC to Reau Graves of SFC and attached Order dated

September 19, 1990), to require a plan that would quantify and locate the

contamination under the 14PB.

C. NRC Demand For Information and Related Activities

In response to concerns resulting from the identification of conta-riration

in, around, and under the SX building and the MPB, SFC implem~rted ar.

Interim Compliance Cversight Team. This action was taken as a result uf

NRC concerns involving the SX excavation issues. INRC issued a De[idr-d For

Information (Demand) (letter from Hugh L. Thompson, Jr., of N1RC to

Reau Graves, Jr., of SFC dated November 5, 1990) which requested, among
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other things, that SFC describe an oversight program it was willing to put

into place while management deficiencie. and weakfiesses in the peL'r',dferit

organization were remedied. The Demand also requested SFC to submit d

plan for an independent appraisal of site and corporate organIzations drid

activities that would develop recommendations for improvements i rb mdfidgemerit

controls and oversight.

SFC responded to the Demand on November 20, 1990 and agret'd to ývt up d

Sequoyah Oversight Team (SOT) to provide NRC additional issur'drce thdt

NRC's regulations would be satisfied during operations of the Jequojdh

facility. Secondly, SFC agreed to provide an irpd,"tidl co•ipriehrensive

management assessment and proposed the details for its implem.entdtlorl.

In that response, SFC made several statements that were subsequently tound

by the IIRC to be inaccurate or misleading. This is significant becdust: it

demonstrates that as of November 20, 1990, SFC still did not undtrstar;d

the extent of its problems. Examples of such statements and reldted

problems are as follows:

"Significant steps were taken to prevent any kind of problem thdt could

have resulted from elevated levels of uranium..."

A. "Discolored water was tested inmnediately on Au'gust 4...; ordered the

water to be drummed;"

This part of the Licensee's assertion is misleading because the wdter

sample was not obtained as part of any pre-plahnried requirement by the

Health & Safety Department, but rather due to Ms. Couch's curiosity.
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Additionally, 3,000 gallons that aCCutmulati'd In the plit were nroo

drunmmed, but pumped directly on the groiund on Autju-!t 13, J'ir'o.

[. "lHealth & Safety technicians took iir samples on Aujuu.t J it.d 4,

which did not show any unusual evvel of contanirntitiun;"

This assertion is misleading because d sIgnif ic~rit dmIur, t of wUrI

occurred from August 4-22, 1990. Additionally, air :-lempIIij I-r nut

an adequate method for identifyirig and quantifying liquid .urItdIr, rIdtlo.u.

C. "Many soil samples were taken;"

This statement is misleading in that the Licensee did not require dny

soil samples to be taken for uranium analysis. Vs. Couch WdS rIly

required to take two soil samples for TPII analysis to meet [IA requ ire-

ments. Other soil samples that she obtained (not required) weIe nlut

analyzed for uranium until August 23, 1990.

D. "Although special urinanalysis of the contract workers began or.

August 22, routine urine samples were taken from Sequoyah personnel

working in the excavation prior to August 22;"

This assertion is misleading because most of the contractors were

finished with their work at SFC by August 412, 1990, and had been

discharged. Additionally, the working conditions differed .Igfnit icadntly

between SFC and contractor personnel, as the contractors dctdally CdaIe

into contact with the contaminated liquid.
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I V

NRC 1nspect ion effurts have Ident If fed numerous wei), re,,es tin' d v ti, Ia! r, (f

NRC requirements since the August 1990 SX r.ontaminit Jon evenI It, :,1,r. ', 1!VdIth 1,

Safety and Environmental Protection PrograitS. In tot, 1I, N P1( C,, Jud,.; 'hdt

these weaknesses and deficiencies indlcite a SigriflfirInt fllu', (i 1. ,tit- i'd~ri, -

rm.nt control program at the Sequoyah facility.

A. Overflow of the Solvent Rework Centrifugý.

On September 15 and 16, 1990, an NRC inspector observed o;,'rdt Ir,, pvr',ornt, i

draining process liquids on the 'floor of the SY building it'L. IJ.(. vr,er.ct ion

Report 40-8027/90-05). These activities were contrdry tu '..t

SFC managers, including Messers. Graves, Lacey and -estepe.y, h f" to Piw"C

that the floor of the SX building would no longer be us4ed e:; p;r, of 'he

process operation. Under a previous owner, this type of o; .,ttic.r

activity apparently contributed to the degradation of thtP S .1f our ir. the

early 1980s.

An NRC inspection conducted in February 1991 (see NRC Inspection

Report 40-8027/91-03 dated April 29, 1991) described an event whore

operations personnel were unaware of a SFC internal requirerment to cIedr.

the solvent rework centrifuge every.24 hours. The operatiors persurnrti

apparently cleaned the centrifuge "when needed.". Beceuse the requiri'n:t'r.t

to clean the solvent rework centrifuge every 24 hours was nut adhered to,

process solutions overflowed onto the floor. This event was nutewurthk

given SFC's commitments to improve contamination controls.
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8, Depleted Uranium Tetrafluoride (DUF4) Frccility Contdmint.iotr. vet

On June 5, 1991, NRC inspectors observed workers who were visibly

contaminated and were not adhering to procedural requiremLrntL or

appropriate health physics practices, while changing filters in the

Depleted Uranium Tetrafluoride (DUF4) facility (See MRPC Inspectiun

Report 40-8027/91-10 dated July 22, 1991). The mnost significdrnt problen,!,

identified were:

IJ
(1) Responsible Licensee personnel failed to adequately review the pldnned

work activity to develop a Hazardous Work Permit appropridte for mie

control of the task.

(2) The workers' lapel air sampler failed to function properly.

(3) Appropriate protective clothing was not worn, resulting in head,

neck, abdomen, thigh, hand, and other skin contamination.

(4) The plastic "tent" erected for the job was not posted as either

an airborne or contamination area.

(5) iNo step-off pad was used to prevent the spread of ccntaminatiuor

(as a result, the area outside the tent was also visibly contaminated

where the workers had walked with contaminated boots).

(6) One of the workers' exited the tent, removed his respiratory protection

and then re-entered the tent without it.
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(7) No provisions were made to change out of contaminated clothing dt

the job site (to change or shower, the workers would have had to

wdlk over 100 yards to the Main Process Building)..

(8) No health physics coverage was provided for a maintenance dctivity

involving a system that had not been previously opened.

These problems were particularly significant because they de:ronstrated

that the corrective actions undertaken by the Licensee to strengthen its

Health and Safety Program since the SX event were not yet effective.

C. Radiation Safety Program

The following items, some of which have been discussed above, demonstrate

a significant failure in SFC's radiation safety program.

An 1iRC inspector observed on September 16, 1990, operators draining
process solutions onto the floor in the SX building to the point that
liquids overflowed the sump and dispersed on the floor (see NIRC
Inspection Report 40-8027/90-05). Interviews with Licensee personnel
indicated that the floors were made, and used, as a method of secondary
containment of process fluids. This occurred despite a previous
Licensee commitment to minimize contaminated solutions on the floor.

NRC investigation identified that the Licensee had no mechanism to
identify visitors who were minors in order to take the extra precautions
required by NRC regulations to limit their exposures. In fact, NRC
investigation revealed that one minor worked in the SX excavation.

On October 23, 1990, a shift supervisor, in the presence of an NPC
inspector, wiped the bottom of a valve with his bare hand, while
looking for leaks of potentially contaminated liquids in the SY
building (see NRC Inspection Report 40-8027/90-06).

On November 23, 1990, an NRC inspector observed an operator not

wearing respiratory protection (as required by procedures) when
manually unclogging a conveyor that transported yellowcake (see
NRC Inspection Report 40-8027/90-06).

On December 1, 1990, an NRC inspector found that an SFC shift
supervisor turned off a malfunctioning frisker, but did not inlorm
the responsible H&S personnel. Later two female employees did not
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frisk themselves prior to exiting the change room, becduse the frisker
was turned off (see NRC Inspection Report 40-8027/90-0&).

NRC inspectors found an ash receiver area high radidtion area door
left unlocked and unattended In January 1991. Thit problem has
reoccurred on three separate occasions within a 3-month period (see
URC Inspection Reports 40-8027/90-06, 91-01 and 91-02).

On February 15, 1991, N1RC inspectors observed poor contaMination
control practices during an ash receiver change-out, when the
activity resulted In visible contamination In a hdllway. 11o dttethpts
were made to limit access to the area to control highly (.Onltamlirdted

equipment. Ash receivers were changed out at least two to three
times per day, and appropriate contamination controls had never been
instituted (see NRC Inspection Report 40-8027/91-02). In ?iay 1991,
an inspector identified that SFC provided no training, guidance, or
procedures that describe to workers how to undress from highly corn-
taminated protective clothing in a manner so as to prevent skin
contamination. As a result, the hands of two workers were cuntanil-
nated during removal of highly contaminated protective clothing,
after changing out ash receivers (see 11RC Inspection Report
40-8027/91-09).

During the week of May 6, 1991, an NRC inspector observed poor

contamination controls when a highly contaminated cart outside the
ash receiver area was not attended or controlled (see ?JRC Inspection
Report 40-8027/91-08).

On May 16, 1991, an NRC inspector observed a worker outdoors near the
clarifiers (in the restricted area) dressed in protective clothing
and a full face respirator sawing on PVC pipes on the ground.
Although SFC's H&S staff took action to protect the worker from
potential contamination by requiring the use of a respirator, they
failed to adequately consider the potential for this activity to
contaminate the ground adjacent to the work area (see 14RC Inspection
Report 40-8027/91-09).

SFC's license requires only surveying for alpha contamination inside
the restricted area; however, the Licensee identified a problem with
beta contamination in the spring of 1990, and informed NRC that the
problem would be evaluated (see NRC Inspection Report 40-8027/90-03).
In November 1990, SFC again committed to evaluating t,.. issue after 11RC
found contaminated materials at a private residence off-site (see
NRC Inspection Report 40-8027/90-06). However, by f4ay 1991 the
Licensee still had no limits for beta contamination inside the
restricted area, approximately one year after the problem WdS first
identified (see NRC Inspection Report 40-8027/91-09).

In June 1991, NRC inspectors identified that SFC has fdiled to survey
laundered protective clothing, as required by procedure, for uver a
year. This failure is potentially significant in that workers
continually overloaded the washers with protective clothing which
provided the potential for inadequate decontamination. SFC identified
that potential in March 1991, yet took no corrective actions to assure
that laundered protective clothing was suitably free of contamination
until NRC inspectors identified this same problem (Sef NIr InspectiurI
Report 40-8027/91-10).
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Health arid Safety technicians receive little to no fornjl hedith
physics training, with most hdvIng only on-the-joh exper it-, ce.
H&S techrlicidrns frequently depended on opuradtons dnd ma rint.VtrdnLce
personnel to establish the protection requirements dtscril t'd in a
hazardous work permit (see NRC Inspection Reports 40-11,0'///'(O-0)4 aMd
91-10). This is contrary to the Intent of a ha,-arduu', wor I pterri t
wh ich i s to Independently es tab Ish worker pro tec t Ion requ I rim.eri t.
appropriate to a specific hazardous task.

D. Environmental Protection Program

The NRC was aware that some ground contamination existed at lt: St, quu yah

facility, as documented in NUREG 1157 "Environmental Asses-,,-vnt for

Renewal of Special Nuclear Material License Nlo. SUn-10O0" dated

August 1985, and NRC Inspection Report 40-8027/88-03. However, the t•P'

was unaware of the magnitude or the extent of the cuntaminrctt•r,. I4PC

investigation and inspections found that SFC hdd many iridiCd t io01', of the

magnitude of the ground contamination, and found that SFC hdd d riurber

of weaknesses in its environmental protection program. The fuiluwihj

six items demonstrate these failures and weaknesses:

As discussed in Section III of this Order, NRC's investi9dtiui arid

inspections determined that SFC had monitored and analyzed the water
from "sandwells" in the vicinity of the SX building. This data
indicated contamination levels below the ground surface of the
restricted area that averaged about 100 times above SFC's environ-
mental action level for unrestricted areas and at least 20,000 times
above background. However, prior to August 1990, the Licensee hdd

taken no action to evaluate the extent of this contamination, develop
remedial actions, or identify the areas in their decommissioning file.
The sandwells provided the Licensee with data that indicated that
SFC's environmental action level had been exceeded by as much as four
orders of magnitude. Nevertheless, the Licensee discontinued the
sampling of the sandwells in June 1989.

The SX sandwells, which monitored utility trench sand backfill
zones, provided SFC with data for several years which itidicdted that
these zones were potential migration pathways for licerised ridteridv.
As a result of the failure to investigate available data, sFC .Pdaydger.
Couch, Lacey, Nichols, and Simeroth were unaware that hcensed
materials below the ground surface had migrated to the unriestr icted
area although still within the owner-controlled area.

Operators often discharged process solutions to the north ditch, relying
on dilution in the combination stream to assure release limits were
satisfied. Intentional dilution, without any attempt to treat
contaminated water, is a poor practice to limit releases to levels
as low as reasonably achievable (see NRC Inspection Repurt 40-8UZ7/90-(W).
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As discussed in Section III of this Order, operators routinely
recovered contaminated process liquids, from under the main proce-,s
building through the "subfloor process monitor" since the mid-910Us
and Licensee personnel had never attemptcd to chardcterize the
contamination under the building, fir. Mlestepey StAated thit he hdd
been aware of this activity since about ]9b8, yet did not quet,:tori
the activity.

* The current characterization of the site hds Ideritif ied cuticentrdt ions
of uranium in the Sewage Lagoon as high as 16 g-U/l. th,-.'- t,.;9 h vaiues
are apparently the result of discharges from the laundry. Uranium has
been identified to a depth of about 40 ft in Some tionituring weell
inside the restricted area.

Outside the restricted ared fence hut still inside the L.trtie's

property, uranium has been found in at least four locdtiuon,. Uranium
has also been found in the streambed of one formerly us.ed uutfdll, Uutside
src's property.

V

based on the above, it appears that a number of significant det ilCtinctes did

weaknesses exist in the Licensee's Health & Safety and Environriental prugirdms.

These deficiencies inrlude a failure on the part of Licensee marnage-iernt to fully

understand and exercise their licensed responsibilities; poor LuMmunlcatiun within

the SFC organization, particularly between the II&S and operations (production)

staff; numerous inadequacies with regard to Licensee procedures and failures on

the part of SFC employees to comply with SFC procedural requirements and heaith

and safety practices; deficiencies in training and instruction of SFC personnel

working in restricted areas; and serious weaknesses in the Licensee's conadmi-

nation control practices, including failures to exercise basic cuntrols to

prevent contamination to the environment and to adequately evaluate curitamination.

The foregoing deficiencies in the Licensee's Health & Safety and Lnvironint.ltd]

Programs are significant and adversely impact health and safety.

In addition, the Licensee's Manager, Environmental, Carolyn L. Couch, intentionally

provided false testimony to 01 investigators. Specifically, notwithstanding
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knowledge of the scope of the NRC Investigation and the relevdrice of the! liquid

samples and dnalyses, and after informing the AIT that she first saw the August 4

analysis result of 2.06 g-U/1 on August 7, 1990, and then di-scu,sed the con-

tamination in the SX area with Mr. Ilestepey, 1) on September 5, L91)0, N.s. Couch

stated to 01 investigators that she was unaware of the exact yellow wdter

sample concentrations of uranium until August 22, 1990, and 2) ori September 12,

1990, she stated to 0! investigators that she did not remember specificedily

)king at any laboratory results concerning the excavation prior to dpproxl-

mately August 20, 1990, 3) on MIarch 1, 1991, she stated to 01 ir.vestigators

that she might have seen prior to August 20 a laboratory analysis of a water

sample which she had taken on August 4 which indicated approximately 2 g/l of

uranium, 4) she admitted to 01 investigators on March 19, 1991, that she hdd

received and seen on August 7 or 8 a laboratory analysis of a water sdnple

taken on August 7 which indicated a 1-percent concentration of uraniurm, arid £)

she failed to provide 01 with a copy of the August 7, 1990 analysis until .drch

19, 1991 although 01 had previously requested all laboratory results regdrding

the SX excavation. These conmmunications indicate a pattern whereby rls. Couch

either provided false information or willfully withheld material information.

Furthermore, Ms. Couch did not respond to an IIRC-inspector on August 6 when

questioned about the contents of the water in the SX excavation pit, and did

not subsequently ensure that the inspector received a response to his question.

Finally, Ms. Couch was aware that in the past, sampling had been undertaken of

water in pipes embedded in the ground known as "sandwells" to determine whether

there was uranium contamination. In fact, she had discussed with Mr. NiLhols

in 1989 the sandwell data and whether the collected data was of value to the

Health & Safety and Environment Departments. In addition, Ms. Couch had

received a copy of a memorandum from Mr. Lacey, dated August 30, 1990, which
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assigned selected SFC personnel certain tasks in connection with Iri

investigation of the issues surrounding the excavation, and hdd received (

copy of a memorandum from the Licensee's f-tInager, Facility L.dburatUry, dls,0

dated August 30, 1990, sent in response to fir. Lacey's riemorandum, which rited

the existence of the data collected from the sandwell sampling. hluvever ,

Ms. Couch fdiled to inform the NRC of the existence of the saridwell.- and

sandwell data.

The Cominission must be able to rely on its licensees to provide cor;uplete and

accurate information. Licensees' willful violations of Con•,iP•iuri ruqulremer, tl

and Licensees' false statements to Commission officials cannot dnd will r.ot be

tolerated. The problem of false statements and the willful withhuoldrny of

information by Ms. Couch undermine the URC's reasonable assurdace thdt the

licensee with Ms. Couch involved in licensed activities will cumply with NP.

requirements, including the requirement that information provided be cum;:plete

and accurate in all material respects.

Based on the foregoing, I lack the requisite reasonable assurance that the

Licensee's current operations can be conducted under License Nu. SUE 1010 In

compliance with the Commission's requirements and that the health and ý.afety

of the public, including the Licensee's employees, and the env'ironmrent will be

protected. Therefore, the public health, safety, and interest require thdt

License No. SUB 1010 be modified to prohibit Ms. Carolyn L. Couch from super-

visory or maridgerial involvement in IlRC-reg'ulated activities for d sp.ecified

period of time and to require the rectification of deficiencies in the I1ealth

& Safety and Environmental Programs. Furthermore, pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202, 1

find the public health, safety and interest require that this Order be immr, diately

effective.
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VI

Accordingly, pursuant to sections 161b, 161c, 16li, 161o, [W2, dnd 186 of the

Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Commission's reguldtiuons in

10 CFR 2.202, 10 CFR 2.204, and 10 CFR Parts 19, 20, arid 40, II IS HLI.:LIY ORDERED,

EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY, THAT LICE14SE 1J0. SUB-1010 IS MODIFIED AS fOLLOWS:

A.I. Carolyn L. Couch shall be removed from supervisory or managerial respuonsi-

bilities over IIRC-regulated activities at the SFC facility for a period of

one year from the date of this Order. Additionally, if I-Is. Couch remains

involved in NRC-regulated activities, she is riot to be directed or supervised

by any of the individuals named in the Demand for Information (see sectiul VIII).

For two years after that initial period, SFC shall not reassign her to

supervisory or managerial functions of NRC-regulated activities without

providing 30-day prior notice to the NRC.

A.2. Sequoyah Fuels shall provide the Director, Office of Enforcement, within

IN days of the date of this Order, in writing under oath or affirmation,

information to demonstrate why License No. SUB-1010 should noL be modified

to prohibit Ms. Couch from serving in any capacity involving the performance

of any NRC-regulated activities.

B. SFC shall not operate the Sequoyah facility to produce Uranium Hexefluoride

(UF6) or Depleted Uranium Tetrafluoride (DUF4) following its upcoming shut-

down (currently scheduled to begin on September 23, 1991) [or, if this order

is dated after startup, or shall promptly conduct an orderly shutdown and

remain shutdown), until SFC submits and obtains NIRC approval of the planl

and schedule to review the adequacy of the Health A Sdfety and [nvironmentdl

Programs, and the qualifications of the individuals from outside SIC performing
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the review. The purpose of the review is to assure that the procedures

provide clear instructions, are current, and are technically adequate, such

that the intent of the procedure will be met. The schedule is to indicate

which procedures will be reviewed, revised (as necessary) and implemented

prior to startup. The dates by which the remaining procedure reviews,

revisions, and implementation will be completed as well as a basis for their

deferral until after start-up shall be provided. The schedule shall

provide for appropriate personnel training in the procedures prior to

their implementing the procedures reviewed and, as appropriate, revised.

Following the review, the procedures are to be revised as necessary, and

thereafter implemented. As a minimum, that review shall address the

following areas:

1. Health & Safety

- Measures to keep internal and external exposures As Low As

Reasonably Achievable (ALARA).

- Measures to ensure confinement of licensed materials. In cases

where confinement systems failed, procedures shall require

evaluation of the quantity of material released outside the

confinement system, the root cause of the condition, and

L.orrective actions to prevent recurrence.

Use of appropriate protective clothing to prevent personni.el

contamination.

- Measures to ensure Hazardous Work Permits (HWP) provide clear

guidance and instructions ior personnel protectioti requirements
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and define responsibilities, including the qualifications of the

individuals permitted to issue, approve, and modify HWPs.

Measures to ensure personnel dosimetry and internal dose assess-

ment programs are supplied and implemented.

-Measures to ensure radiation, contamination, and airborne

activity survey instruments and equipment are properly calibrated

so accurate surveys can be performed, and that the survey

instruments are appropriate for the type of radiation monitoring

performed.

Measures to ensure that a respiratory protection program is

implemented so that respiratory protection equipment is used to

minimize personnel exposure.

Measures to ensure that all SFC and contractor personnel receive

appropriate radiation protection and contamination control training.

The responsibilities, qualifications and reporting requirements

for H&S technicians and supervisors are clearly defined and these

individuals receive appropriate indoctrination and training to

implement their responsibilities.

2. Environmental Program

- Measures to maintain releases of licensed material to the

restricted and unrestricted area As-Low-As-Reasonably-Achievable.
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Measures for sampling of ground water monitor wells, analysis of

samples, and evaluating the adequacy of the ground water monitoring

program.

The Regional Administrator, Region IV, may relax or rescind, in writing, any

of the above conditions upon demonstration by the Licensee of good cause.

VII

The Licensee, Ms. Couch, or any other person adversely affected by this Order

may submit an answer to this Order or request a hearing on this Order within

30 days of the date of this Order. The answer shall set forth the matters of

fact and law on which the Licensee, Ms. Couch , or any other person adversely

affected relies and the reasons as to why the Order should not havebeen

issued. Any answer filed within 30 days of the date of this Order may include

a request for a hearing. Any answer or request for a hearing shall be

submitted to the Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN:, Chief,

Docketing and Service Section, Washington, D.C. 20555. Copies shall also be

sent to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washir-gton, D.C. 20555, to the Assistant General Counsel for Hearings and

Enforcement at the same address, to the Regional Administrator, NRC Region IV,

£11 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 400, Arlington, TX 76011, and to the Licensee if

the answer or hearing request is by a person other than the Licensee.

If a person other than the Licensee or Ms. Couch requests a hearing, that

person shall set forth with particularity the manner in which his interest is

adversely affected by this Order and shall address the criteria set forth in 10

CFR 2.714(d).
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If a hearing is requested by the Licensee, Ms. Couch, or any other person whose

interest is adversely affected, the Commission will issue an Order designating

the time and place of any hearing. If a hearing is held, the issue to be

considered at such hearing shall be whether this Order shall be sustained.

In the absence of any request for a hearing, the provisions specified ii. this

Order shall be final 20 days from the date of this Order without further order

or proceedings. AN ANSWER OR A REQUEST FOR HEARING SHALL NOT SIAY THE

IMMEDIATE EFFECTIVENESS OF THIS ORDER.

VIII

In addition to issuance of this Order modifying License No. SUB-10I0, the

Commission requires further information from the Licensee in order to determine

whether the Commission can have reasonable assurance that in the future the

Licensee will conduct its activities in accordance with the Commission's

requirements and the below-named managers will carry out the responsibilities

and authorities assigned to their respective key position descriptions as

outlined in the License.

Based on the above, it appears that key SFC management officials failed to

carry out their responsibilities with regard to licensed activities and have

not been candid with the NRC. Specifically:

A. The Senior Vice President, James Mestepey, is responsible for all nuclear

manufacturing activities, including operations, maintenance engineering,

training, and the Frocess laboratory, and reviews all operating procedures,

plant modifications and processes, equipment criteria and other general and

administrative matters.
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During the Sx excavation, Mr. Mestepey was the senior manager onIite, arid was

responsible for conducting the excavation and vault construction project.

Mr. Mestepey acknowledged that he had a responsibility .or the health and safety

of the workers involved in completing the project.

Mr. Mestepey was apparently aware of the potential for and existence of

contamination in the SX excavation from the onset of the excavation project.

Mr. Mlestepey had attended meetings prior to and during the excavation at which

the potential for or existence of contamination had been discussed; hdd often

been present at the excavation and observed yellow water in the pit; had

informed IIPC inspectors that src personnel, not contractors, wuuld perform

most of the work involving contaminated material; and was aware that. such

water was being barrelled and acknowledged that he had assumed that if the

water was discolored and was being put into drums it was contamirtated.

Furthermore, on approximately-August 8, 1990, Mr. Mestepey had seen a

lahoratory analysis of a sample taken on August 7, 1990, of the water in

the excavation which showed uranium contamination-of approximately I

percent. As of August 20, Mr. Mestepey was aware of the existence of

laboratory analyses of water samples taken from the excavation pit

indicating levels of uranium of as high as 8 g/l.

Notwithstanding Mr. Mestepey's responsibility for the excavation project,

his acknowledged responsibility to ensure the health and safety of the

workers involved in the project, and his awareness that the water in the

excavation pit contained some uranium contamination, Mr. Mestepey 'diled

to take any action to notify his Health and Safety personnel of such

contamination or to assure that workers were being adequately protected,

and with at least careless disregard for regulatory requirements, failed
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to instruct the workers as to the presence of uranium contadindtion in the

excavation, in violation of 10 CFR 19.12.

Furthermore, on August 13, Mr. .estepey made the decision to pump a large

quantity of water to the north ditch, contaminating the ground. In addditiorl,

Mr. Mestepey failed to have SFC submit a report to the UPC within 24 hours

of the discovery of elevated uranium levels in the excavation, irn violation

of 10 CFR 20.403(b)(4).

In addition, as fully described in Sections III and IV of this Order, the

URC investigation and inspections determined that there were. serious

deficiencies in the Licensee's radiation safety, environmental protection

and operation safety programs. As Mr. riestepey was responsible for such

matters as operations, training, and review of operating procedures, it

appears that Mr. Mestepey has failed to adequately exercise his

responsibilities to ensure that these activities were in compliance with

NRC and license requirements.

B. The Vice President, Regulatory Affairs, Lee R. Lacey, is responsible for

the oversight of the Licensee's health and safety programs, the environmental

protection program, the environmental laboratory, the quality assurance program

and the licensing program. He is responsible for the implementation of the

Facility Quality Assurance Plan to assure that all operations and safety

related activities are performed in accordance with facility procedures.

Mr. Lacey advises SFC management on nuclear regulatory issues and provides

regulatory compliance oversight in environmental monitoring and other

regulatory areas. He is also responsible for the timely, accurate, and

comprehensive flow of information from the Licensee to the IJRC. Mr. Lacey

had formerly held the position of Manager, Health, Safety and Environment.
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fir. Lacey was apparently aware of the potential for and ex Istence, of (on-

tamination in the SX excavation from the onset of the excavation prOject.

Mr. Lacey had attended meetings prior to and during the, excavation at which

the potential for and existence of contamination had been discussed, and had

often been present at the excavation and observed yellow water in the pit, but

failed to complete a "visual detection for uranium" form (iis-oIG).

Mr. Lacey also was aware that one of the tanks to be excavated WdS under tRJC

jurisdiction. Mr. Lacey had also observed solidified uranium on the surfdce

of the ground in the excavation area. By August 17, 1990, FMr. Lacey was dware

of the existence of laboratory analyses indicating levels of uranium in the

water of the excavation pit as high as 8 g/1.

Notwithstanding his responsibility for the environmental protection drid QA

programs and his awareness that the water in the excavation pit contdined

uranium contamination, Mr. Lacey, with at least careless disregard,

violated the provisions of 10 CFR 19.12 by failing to ensure that contrdctor

personnel working in the SX excavation were provided with information

regarding the contamination in the excavation and with radiological

protection. In addition, notwithstanding Mr. Lacey's respon sibility for

interfacing with the NRC and providing the NRC with timely, accurate and

comprehensive information, Mr. Lacey took no action to inform the URC of

the contamination in the excavation, or any matters associated with the

excavation, until August 22, 1990. Although Mr. Lacey was awdre that the

NRC inspector had inquired as to the contents of the water in the excavation

pit, Mr. Lacey took no action to ensure that the inspector was provided

with a response. Although Mr. Lacey was aware by August 17 of the labordtory

analyses showing elevated levels of uranium in the water in the excvation,
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he failed to have SFC submit a report to the URC within 24 hours of the

discovery of these elevated uranium levels, in violation of 10 CfF 2ý.43(b)%4).

In addition, Mr. Lacey was aware that SFC was conducting dT) internidl irnvesti-

gation regarding the SX excavation. In fact, 01 interviews established thdt

the investigation was his responsibility. Mr. Lacey sent other riandgement

officials a memorandum dated August 30, 1990, requesting information in

connection with this investigation and, in response to this request, received

a memorandum from the Manager, Process Laboratory, also dated August 30. that

there had been a series of samples taken from sandwells and that the data

might be valuable in the investigation of the SX history. However, Xr. Lacey

failed to investigate this data, which demonstrated the migration of licensed

materials away from the SX building over an extended period of tirie, and failed

to inform the NRC of the existence of the data.

Furthermore, on August 31, 1990, Mr. Lacey was informed about the existence of

a subfloor process monitor in the SFC Process Building which had been used to

pump uranium-contaminated liquids from under the building. However, -1r. Lacey

failed to evaluate the contamination of the liquids under the floor, to further

investigate the issue, or to inform the NRC of this matter until September 14,

1990, following restart of the facility.

Finally, Mr. Lacey was responsible for the Licensee's regulatory compliance

and quality assurance programs, and had previously been responsitle for the

health and safety programs. As described in Sections III and IV of this

Order, the NRC has identified serious deficiencies in the Licensee's radia-

tions safety, environmental protection and operation safety program.

Consequently, it appears that Mr. Lacey has failed to adequately exercise
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his responsibilities to ensure that the Licensee has conducted the,.e dCtIVitlCs

in compliance with NRC and license requirements.

C. The Health Physics Supervisor/Assistant Radiation Safety Officer, tertleth G.

Simeroth, was responsible for oversight of the SX excdvatior, for the If&S

Department, and the physical safety of the workers ir, the excdvdtion. At

the time of the excavation, all of the H1,. technicians reported tu him.

Mr. Simeroth apparently was aware of the potential for and existence of

contamination in the SX excavation pit. M1r. Simeroth wJS dt the utCdvdt ion

frequently, and observed "off-colored" water in the pit. and indicdtea thdt he

was aware that it was very likely that the water would fdvf seone urdr, lum. in it.

Mr. Simeroth had also been the principal individual who had sdripled the SfC

sandwells and, during the period that such sampling was conducted, V.os awdre

that there was uranium contamination in the water that leaked into the

surrounding area of the SX building. Nevertheless, Mr. Simnroth, together

with Mr. Nichols, made the decision to discontinue the sampling because the

numbers meant nothing to him, as he had no knowledge of any limit levels

pertaining to them.

Notwithstanding Mr. Simeroth's responsibility for the safety of the wurkers

in the excavation and his awareness that the water in the excdvation con-

tained some uranium contamination, fIr. Simeroth, with at least careless

disregard, failed to instruct the workers as to the presence of uraniun,

contamination, or to assure that these workers were being ddequdtely pru-

tected, in violation of 10 CFR 19.12. in addition, fMr. Sinteroth stated

that he had received no technical, formal training regarding the rddidtion
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protection of employees and that he did not feel qudlifled to be Assistant

Rddiation Safety Officer because of his lack of training 111 rddio1oJ0cdl

protect ion.

Furthermore, notwithstanding fir. Simeroth's awareness that the wdter ir, the

excavation contained some uranium contamination, Mr. Simeroth fdiled to respond

when the NPC inspector inquired on August 6, 1990, as to contents of the wdter

in the excavation. Although fir. Simeroth dnd M.s. Couch later discussed the fact

that they had not answered the inspector's question, 11r. Sireroth tool no

further action to ensure that the inspector received a response to his question.

D. The former Manager, Health, Safety, and Environment, Michael V. 'licnols,

had been responsible for developing and implementing programs, procedures

and guidance in the areas of health physics, industrial hygiene, industridl

safety, and physical security. During the SX excavation activities,

Mr. Nichols was responsible for the effluent monitoring program, the

respiratory protection program, the bioassay program, the health and safety

program, and the program for surveillance of all plant activities related to

those areas.

Mr. Nichols apparently was aware of the potential for and existence of con-

tamination in the SX excavation pit. Mr. Nichols was frequently ct the

excavation site, and numerous SFC employees, as well as NRC inspector, stated

that, from early on in the excavation project, there •.-as yellow weter in the

pit, indicating the presence of some level of uranium contamination, dlthough

Mr. Nichols denied seeing yellow water prior to approximately August 22., 199C,

when the walls were poured. In any event, Mr. Nichols had observed solidified

uranium on the surface of the ground in the excavation area, hdd been made
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aware of low levels of contamination in the excavation from edrly on in the

excavation project, and was told by Mr. Lacey on August 17 that there had been

rumors of lab analyses of the water which Indicated high readings uf cor.tami-

nation.

Notwithstanding Mr. Nlichols' responsibilities as described dbove, dnd riot-

withstanding his awareness of potential and actual cortdrir,dtioj, P.r. Nichols,

with at least careless disregard violated the provisions uf I0 UP, 19.12 by

failing to ensure that contractor personnel working in the SX. excdvation were

provided with information regarding the contamination in the e$cdvdtior! and with

radiological protection. In addition, Mr. Ilichols, whose departrmert rnforried the

training department of contractors who were to receive training, dr..ltted that he

had seen contractor personnel around the SX excavation with orily visitor badges,

and did not question their being in the area without assurances that they had

received the proper training.

Furthermore, Mr. Nichols failed to evaluate the contamination in the

excavation, to adequately survey articles used at the excavation, and to

obtain bioassays. Specifically, Mr. Nichols never instructed or ensurec

that his staff performed sampling of the water and soil in the excavation

and report to SFC management any laboratory test results, ever, after he

was aware of low levels of uranium-contaminated water in the excavdtlon.

Mr. Nichols' staff took only airborne samples on August 3 and 4, 199C,

although workers continued to move dirt in the excavation throughout an

extended time period, and Mr. Nichols admitted that, due to moisture in

the soil, these airborne samples may not have been adequdte. In adciticn,

articles that had been contaminated in excess of the limits in the SFC

license were released from the facility and found at the home of one of

the contractor employees, and the NRC determined that the instrumenitation
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used by SFC personnel to survey these materials was not adeuuote to

satisfy license requirements. Although he was informed on August lh, 1990

that the contractor's concrete forms were too corItaminated to releadte, fir.

?Jichols took no action to determine the root cause of thiee elevated

contamination survey results.

Moreover, bioassay samples were not obtained for sorme conrtrd.t wurkers

until August 22, 1990, and were not obtained at all for the rerinlrig

contract workers. In addition, although 1-1r. tNichols was infoured by Mr.

Lacey on August 17, 1990, about "rumors" of elevated uranium contarnifrdtion

readings at the excavation area, Mr. Nichols never contdcted the lad lity

Laboratory or took any further action to determine the validity of this

i nf orma t ion.

Finally, Mr. Nichols was aware that the sandwells had been sampled fur

uranium contamination, and had made the decision to discontinue the

sampling because he did not understand the data that was being collected.

He also had apparently received *a copy of the memorandum from the Manager,

Process Laboratory, dated August 30, 1990, that referenced the sandvell

data. Although Mr. Nichols was extensively questioned during early

September 1990 by 01 regarding the potential source of the contaminated

water in the excavation, he never advised the NRC of the existence of the

sandwell data prior to late February or March, 1991.

Accordingly, pursuant to sections 161c, 161o, 182, and 186 of the Atonic Energy

Act of 1954, as amended, and 10 CFR Part 40, in order for the Conmnissiun to

determine whether your license should be further modified, suspended or revoked,

or other enforcement action taken to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory

requirements, the Licensee is required to submit to the Director, Office of
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Enforceent , U.S. fluclear Regulatory Conrnls slon, WashIngton, I).(.. w ?h 1r.

30 days of the dote of this Order and [)enmdrd for Inform,i. ttin, tt, fo Ito" :,,

infor-mation, in writing and under oath or affirmation:

Sequoydh Fuels Corpora t ion shal I pray ide inforrij t O o f. ..r:'u,, , :" h

License flu. SUB-1010 shou Id not tfe m d if ied (I) to proh ib it V'.s,'.. ur ,.-!p,.y

Ldcey , and S imeroth from serving in any Cdlpdc ty Invo lv ig tht, peLrturrr•tr.Lt.

or supervision of any NRC-regulated activities, d:d (2) to re:juur t *If, ddy,

prior notice to the 14RC of reinvolvemvn'. of f4r. Nicho l by Sf Cr. C r.j

capacity in NRC-regulated activities.

Copies also shall be sent to the Assistant General Counsel fur Heeri g ,,r a-d

Enforcement at the same address, and to the Regional Administrator, ?WC. Ptf.•iuri

IV, 611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 400, Arlington, Texas 76011.

After reviewing your response, the NPC willdetermine whether fur•t,tr a(ticr;

is necessary to ensure compliance with regulatory requirements.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COI.lSk1lOti

Hugh L. Thompson, Jr.
Deputy Executive Director for
Nuclear Materials Safety, Satfegudrds,

and Operational Support

Dated at Rockville, Maryldnd
this ddy of 1991


